
An arithmetial hierarhyof the law of exluded middle and related priniplesYohji AkamaMathematial InstituteTohoku UniversitySendai, Japanakama�math.tohoku.a.jp Stefano BerardiDepartment of InformatisUniversity of TurinTurin, Italystefano�di.unito.itSusumu HayashiDept. of Computer and Systems Eng.Kobe UniversityKobe, Japanshayashi�kobe-u.a.jp Ulrih KohlenbahDepartment of MathematisDarmstadt University of TehnologyDarmstadt, Germanykohlenbah�mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de1 IntrodutionThe topi of this paper is Relative Construtivism.We are onerned with lassifying non-onstrutivepriniples from the onstrutive viewpoint. We om-pare, up to provability in Intuitionisti Arithmeti,sub-lassial priniples like Markov's Priniple, (afuntion-free version of) Weak K�onig's Lemma, Post'sTheorem, Exluded Middle for simply Existential andsimply Universal statements, and many others. Ourmotivations are rooted in the experiene of one of theauthors with an extended program extration and ofanother author with bound extration from lassialproofs.Motivated by the approximation interpretationin [1℄, one of the authors found that many non-onstrutive proofs ould be better understood as on-strutions of more general kind, as \limit onstru-tions" or \learning proesses" [5, 7℄. This allowed alsosome kind of \exeution", even for results for whihno onstrution exists (in the more traditional senseof the word). For instane, Hilbert �nite basis the-orem annot produe a generator for a given ideal.However, it may be interpreted as a proess learning,by trial-and-error, the generator of the ideal. If wemay interpret also non-onstrutive theorems as moregeneral kind of onstrution, the �rst question arisingis: how do we lassify this new set of onstrutions?When a mathematial priniple is, from an intuition-isti viewpoint, but a partiular ase of another one?We will prove, for instane, that Weak K�onig's Lemma

and Markov's priniple are mutually independent, andthat their onjuntion is weaker than Exluded Mid-dle, even just over simply Universal statements. Andthe di�erent strength of priniples represent di�erentmodels of onstrutions. Proofs by weaker priniplesarry more information to understand onstrutionshidden in proofs. The exeutions of learning proessesextrated from proofs are expeted to be useful for \de-bugging of proofs" [6, 5℄. Then it is better to provetheorems by priniples as weak as possible. The lassi-�ation of the priniples in the paper are expeted use-ful to determine by whih priniples we should provethe target theorem.An independent motivation for studying, from aonstrutive viewpoint, the relations between semi-lassial priniples was extration of reursive bounds.Consider any lassial proof of some arithmetial state-ment 8x:9y:A[x; y℄. A bound for this statement isa map f suh that, for all x 2 N , A[x; y℄ for somey � f(x). It is well-known that, in general, we annotextrat out of the proof a reursive bound f , unless Ais purely existential. However, if a proof of a result oflassial mathematis only uses ertain restrited las-sial priniples suh as omprehension for existential-free formulas or (weak) K�onig's lemma in an overallintuitionisti ontext, then the extration of a reur-sive bound f for an arbitrary A is possible (see [12℄). Ifonly weak K�onig's lemma is used (but no non-reursiveomprehension) the intuitionisti ontext may even beextended by the Markov's priniple. This was anothermotivation for studying the relation, in an intuitionisti1



ontext, between K�onig's lemma and Markov's prini-ple, and between their onjuntion and Exluded Mid-dle for Universal statements.2 Semi-lassial PriniplesIn this setion, we introdue the semi-lassial prin-iples and disuss on their motivations and formula-tions. We investigate lassial logial priniples suhas the law of exluded middle restrited to arith-metial fragments, e.g. the law of exluded middlerelativized to �0n formulas. The restrition makes las-sial priniples somehow more \e�etive" and provides�ner understanding of the \omputational" nature oflassial priniples. We will give motivation for thesemi-lassial priniples relating them to mathemati-al theorems and onurrent proessing.We work with a standard formulation of Heyt-ing arithmeti HA, i.e., the equational axioms, de�n-ing equations for all primitive reursive funtions,S(x) = 0 �?, the indution axiom sheme, and theintuitionisti �rst order logi. Thus, PA = HA +the law of exluded middle, where PA stands for Peanoarithmeti.2.1 De�nitions of the priniplesFirst we reall that �0k-formula and �0k-formula arede�ned as follows:� �0k-formula is Q1x1: � � � :QkxkP (x1; : : : ; xk).� �0k-formula is Q1x1: � � � :QkxkP (x1; : : : ; xk).Here P is a quanti�er-free formula. Qi represents 9for odd i and 8 for even i. Qi represents 8 for odd iand 9 for even i. For example, a �02-formula is of theform 9x1:8x2:P (x1; x2) and a �02-formula is of the form8x1:9x2:P (x1; x2)De�nition 2.1 (i) A �0n _ �0n-formula is of the formC1_C2 (C1; C2 2 �0n). (ii) A bounded �0n+1-formula,or a B�0n+1-formula, is of the form 9x � y: C (C 2�0n)We introdue semi-lassial priniples by relativiz-ing lassial logial priniples to formula lasses. Let�, 	 be sets of formulas of HA, then we de�ne semi-lassial priniples for � as follows:(�-DNE) :: P � P (P 2 �)(�-LEM) P _ :P (P 2 �)(�-LLPO) :(P ^ R) � P: _ R: (P;R 2 �)

(�(�;	)-LEM) (P , R) � P _ :P (P 2 �, R 2 	)P: stands for \duals". For example, (8x:9y:x = y):is 9x:8y::x = y. P: is de�ned only for prenex normalforms in this paper. Thus, we assume P and R inLLPO sheme are prenex normal forms.DNE stands for \double negation elimination", andLEM for \law of the exluded middle". LLPO standsfor \lesser limited priniples of omnisiene". Thereare several di�erent but provably equivalent formula-tions of LLPO shemes for higher degrees. We don'tknow whih formulation is appropriate as the higherdegree LLPO yet. The urrent one, due to MihaelToftdal[17℄, is temporarily hosen.We will onsider semi-lassial priniples only formathematially or omputationally meaningful � and	. The priniples onsidered in this paper are�0n-DNE, �0n-DNE, B�0n-DNE, �0n-LLPO, (�0n _�0n)-DNE, and �(�0n;�0n)-LEM). The priniple�(�0n;�0n)-LEM is normally denoted by �0n-LEM.Note that(�01-DNE) :: 9x: P � 9x: P (P 2 �00)is the Markov priniple for quanti�er-free formulas. Wealso all �0n-LEM as n-Markov priniple. The prini-ples are often written in the following form:(�0n-LEM) 9x: P _ :9x: P (P 2 �0n�1)to make the important logial signs stand out, in thisase, the existential quanti�er.�01-LLPO was alled (arithmetial) LLPO andstudied by Bishop shool [4℄. �0n-LLPO is alled n-LLPO as well. B�02-DNE was onsidered in [20℄.Many priniples we onsidered immediately redueeah other.Fat 2.2 (�0n _ �0n)-DNE `HA �0n-DNE HAa`HA�0n�1-DNE, �0n-LLPO `HA �0n�1-LEM, (�0n _�0n)-DNE `HA �0n�1-LEMSine �0n-DNE and �0n�1-DNE are essentially thesame priniple, we seldom onsider �0n-DNE and on-sider �0n-DNE, instead.These priniples are formulated mainly for theprenex normal forms. Sine the prenex normal form re-sult does not hold for the intuitionisti logi, the readerwill wonder if the formulation is enough for the intu-itionisti logi. In the subsetion 2.3, we will showthat the prenex normal forms are enough for our aim,sine our formulas have prenex normal forms under thesemi-lassial priniples we onsider.2



2.2 Interpreting the priniplesThe semi-lassial priniples we listed have an in-terpretation in term of mathematial results providedwe add some form of omprehension or hoie. Thus,the study of their relative strength, with respet toHA, on�gures itself also as an intuitionisti versionof Reverse Mathematis. Some results for theorems ofanalysis in the vein have been given in [17℄ and otherresults in analysis, algebra and logi are also known.The same priniples have, as we antiipate in theintrodution, an interpretation in term of \limit on-strution" or learning proesses (see [7℄). We �rst listnon-onstrutive semi-lassial priniple. Then we on-sider two non-intuitionisti priniples whih are still"onstrutive" in some sense: they allow to extratSkolem funtions from proofs of 89-statements. Theyare Markov's priniple and Post's Theorem.�02-DNE ::9x:8y P � 9x:8y P . This is equivalentto the double negation elimination for degree 2 formu-las de�ned in 2.3. From a mathematial viewpoint, thisis equivalent to the equivalene of some de�nitions ofonvergene w.r.t. disrete topology. �02-DNE orre-sponds to the most general form of learning.�01-LEM 9x: P _ :9x: P . This is equivalent to Ex-luded Middle for degree 1 formulas de�ned in 2.3.From a mathematial viewpoint, if we add a de�n-ing priniple for funtions, it is equivalent to Yasugi's\Gauss' stairase priniple": there exists a map takinga real number x, and returning the largest integer nbelow x. From the viewpoint of mathematis based onLearning, instead, �01-LEM derives a rather rih lassof learning but is stritly weaker than �02-DNE�01-LEM 8x: P _:8x: P . This is a restrited versionof Exluded Middle for degree 1 formulas. If we add ade�ning axiom for funtions, it allows to de�ne somenon-reursive maps with output 0 or 1 (hene havinga reursive bound).�01-LLPO :(9x:P ^ 9x:R) � 8x::P _ 8x::R: Thisis the most important priniple we onsider in this pa-per. It is equivalent toWKL w.r.t. a binary hoie forsimply universal formulas. Large parts of mathematisan be arried out in weak base systems plus WKL:Cauhy-Peano, Hahn-Banah (for separable spaes),Brouwer and Shauder's �xed point theorems, attain-ment of maximum of a ontinuous map on [0; 1℄, and soforth (see [8℄ for some examples). With respet to allother priniple we onsider, it has a urious feature: ithas a nie non-deterministi interpretation, Lifshitz's

Realization Interpretation[14℄. The non-determinismomes out of the fat that, if we assume :(9x:P^9x:R),we may dedue either 8x::P , or 8x::R, or both. Inthis last ase, a Realization interpretation of the prin-iple may hoose any of the two possibilities. From theviewpoint of mathematis based on Learning, it or-responds to an even more restrited form of learningalled Popperian game (see [7℄).�01-LEM (9x:P , 8x:R) � 9x:P _ :9x:P: This isequivalent to the reursive omprehension axiom underhoie axiom for �01-prediates. It is also equivalent toa formalization of Post's Theorem of reursion theory.A onvining learning interpretation for �01-LEM isstill missing.�01-DNE :: 9x: P � 9x: P . This is Markov's prini-ple. Fix any partial reursive map f , and all f onver-gent in x, if it f terminates in a �nite number of stepsfor the input x. Call f divergent in x if it terminatesin no �nite number of steps for the input x. ThenMarkov's priniple may be expressed as: if a partialreursive map f is not divergent in x, then f is on-vergent in x. 1 In Bishop's onstrutive Analysis, thesame statement reads as: \if two reursive reals are notequal, then they are apart". Here equal means that forall n 2 N , jx � yj < 2�n, while apart means that forsome n 2 N , jx� yj � 2�n.2.3 A Prenex Normal Form TheoremIn this subsetion, we justify the formulation ofsemi-lassial priniples restrited to prenex formulas.We will de�ne formula lasses Ek and Uk, whih aregeneralizations of the �0k-formulas, �0k-formulas, re-spetively. They are intuitionistially equivalent to �0k-formulas, �0k-formulas under appropriate semi-lassialpriniples. In the end, for example, �0n-LEM and itsgeneralization Un-LEM are logially equivalent underHA. Thus, our seemingly restrited formulation doesnot loose the generality. Uk and Ek are de�ned byalternations of sign quanti�er ourrenes. We de�nesome auxiliary notions for it.De�nition 2.3 We assoiate a sign + or � to eahourrene of quanti�ers in a formula A. (i) 9 of a pos-itive (negative) subformula 9x:B has the sign + (�).1Markov priniple states the onvergene of an algorithmwithout giving any expliit reursive bound (say, a polynomialor primitive reursive bound). As we pointed out, suh reur-sive bound exists provided we do not ombine Markov's priniplewith a fragment of Exluded Middle larger than �01-LLPO.3



(ii) 8 of a positive (negative) subformula 8x:B has thesign � (+).We ount alternations of signs of nested quanti�erourrenes. To do so, we onsider all sequenes ofthe nested quanti�er ourrenes starting from the out-ermost ourrenes and ending with the innermost o-urrenes. For example,(9x:8y:((8z:x = z)_ (:8z:8u:8v:x > z)))^ (8a:x = a);has three atomi formulas, and so it has three suhsequenes: \988" for (9 � :8 � :((8z:x = z) _ �)) ^ �,\98888" for (9� :8� :(�_(:8� :8� :8� :x > z)))^�, and\8" for �^(8�:x = a). We replae the ourrenes withtheir signs and have \+��", \+�+++", and \�",respetively. By replaing adjaent signs of the samekind by a single sign, we have \+�", \+�+", and\�". We all them the sign alternation paths of theformula.De�nition 2.4 (Uk, Ek, Pk, and Fk) The degree ofa formula is the maximum of the length of its sign al-ternation paths. The lass of degree k formulas is de-noted by Fk. E0, U0, and P0 are de�ned as F0, whihis the lass of the quanti�er-free formulas. For k > 0,we de�ne as follows: A Uk-formula is a formula of Fksuh that all sign alternation paths of length k startwith �. An Ek-formula is a formula of Fk suh thatall sign alternation paths with length k start with +. APk-formula is an Fk-formula not belonging to Uk or Ekeither.Every formula with quanti�er ourrenes is lassi�edinto exatly one of En+1, Un+1, and Pn+1 as in Fig-ure 1. En and Un are generalizations of �0n and �0n.Note that our de�nitions of �0n and �0n are not umu-lative. If it is umulative, 8x:x = y is a �02-formula.But, we normally all it a �01-formula and do not all

Figure 1. Formula lassi�ation

it a �02-formula. Thus, we make the de�nitions non-umulative, and so the de�nitions of orresponding Unand En are non-umulative.A Pk-formula (k > 0) is a propositional ombinationof Uk-formulas and Ek-formulas, but is itself neithera single Uk-formula nor a single Ek-formula. For ex-ample, if P (x), Q(x) stand for atomi formulas, then8x:P (x) _ 9x:Q(x) is a P1-formula. Any Pn-formula(lassially) represents a �0n+1-prediate.For a supersystem of HA, we say a formula D isdeidable in T , if T ` D _ :D.Fat 2.5 (i) Any quanti�er-free formula is deidablein HA, (ii) Boolean ombinations of T -deidable for-mulas are T -deidable.Lemma 2.6 If the variable x does not our in theformula A, then the following formulas are provable inintuitionisti prediate logi: (i) (A _ :A) � (8x(A _B) � A _ 8x:B). (ii) A _ 8x:B � 8x(A _ B). (iii)9x(AÆB), AÆ9x:B, for Æ = _;^. (iv) 8x(A^B),A^8x:B. (v) D _:D � ((D � B), (:D _B)), (vi)(::C � C) � ((B � C), (::B � C)).Theorem 2.7 (Prenex Normal Form Theorem)(i) If A 2 Uk, then we an ompute a �0k-formulaC suh that (�0k _ �0k)-DNE `HA A , C, (ii) IfA 2 Ek, then we an ompute a �0k-formula O suhthat �0k-DNE `HA A, O.Proof. The two assertions of the theorem are simulta-neously proved by using a double indution on k andthe length of A. When k = 0, A is atomi and thetheorem is trivial. We prove the ase for k > 0 byassuming the theorem holds below k.Case 1. A is A0^A1: Sine Lemma 2.6 allows us tomove any quanti�ers over the onjuntion ^, a prenexnormal form of A is omputed in the same way as forlassial logi.Case 2. A is A0_A1: We prove the assertion (i). By(i) of the indution hypothesis, we have 8xi:Oi , Aifor some O0; O1 2 �0k�1. (Ai may not be in Uk butin a lower lass suh as Ek�1. Then, we insert somedummy quanti�ers to get Ci from the prenex normalform of Ai.) We may assume x0 6� x1. The formula8x0:8x1:(O0 _ O1) � ::(8x0:::O0 _ 8x1:::O1)is easily provable in the intuitionisti prediate alu-lus. Sine (�0k _ �0k)-DNE `HA �0k�1-DNE,8x0:8x1:(O0 _ O1) � ::(8x0:O0 _ 8x1:O1)is provable in HA + (�0k _ �0k)-DNE. Applying (�0k _�0k)-DNE to the onlusion of this impliation,8x0:8x1:(O0 _O1) � 8x0:O0 _ 8x1:O14



is provable in HA + (�0k _ �0k)-DNE. Note that thereverse is provable in the intuitionisti prediate al-ulus. Sine O0 _ O1 is an Ek�1-formula, it is equiv-alent to a �0k�1-formula under �0k�1-DNE by the in-dution hypothesis. Obviously, (�0k _ �0k)-DNE `HA�0k�1-DNE. Thus, A is equivalent to a �0k-formula inHA under (�0k _ �0k)-DNE.We now prove (ii). Similarly as in the proof of (i), wetake C0; C1 2 �0k�1 suh that �0k-DNE `HA 9x:Ci ,Ai (i = 1; 2). Then A is equivalent to 9x0:9x1:(C0_C1)in HA + �0k-DNE. By Fat 2.2, �0k-DNE implies(�0k�1 _�0k�1)-DNE. Thus, by the indution hypoth-esis, the Uk�1-formula C0_C1 is equivalent to a �0k�1-formula under �0k-DNE. Sine repeated existentialquanti�ers an be ombined into a single existentialquanti�er, this ends the proof of Case 2.Case 3. A is A0 � A1: We prove the assertion(i). By the indution hypothesis, we may take C0 2�0k�1 and O1 2 �0k�1 suh that �0k-DNE `HA A0 ,9x0:C0 and (�0k_�0k)-DNE `HA A1 , 8x1:O1. Sine`HA ::F for any instane F of (�0k _�0k)-DNE, `HA::A0 , ::9x0:C0. Note that ::O1 � O1 is provablefrom (�0k _�0k)-DNE, sine O1 2 �0k�1. Hene, (�0k _�0k)-DNE `HA ::8x1:O1 � 8x1:O1 Thus, by (vi)of Lemma 2.6, A0 � A1 and 9x0:C0 � 8x1:O1 areequivalent under (�0k _ �0k)-DNE. Sine 9x0:C0 �8x1:O1 is equivalent to 8x0:8x1:(C0 � O1) in HA andC0 � O1 2 Ek�1, the onlusion is easily proved fromthe indution hypothesis.We now prove the assertion (ii). Similarly as in (i),there are O0 2 �0k�1 and C1 2 �0k�1 suh that A0 � A1and 8x0:O0 � 9x1:C1 are equivalent under �0k-DNE.In HA, 8x0:O0 � 9x1:C1 implies ::9x0:9x1:(O0 �C1), the double negations of whih an be eliminatedby �0k-DNE beause of O0 � C1 2 Uk�1. Thus,A0 � A1 and 9x0:9x1:(O0 � C1) are equivalent un-der �0k-DNE. Thus, we an argue as in (i).Case 4. A is 8x:A0 or 9x:A0: Obvious by theindution hypothesis. �Corollary 2.8 (i) Every Pk-formula is deidable inHA + �0k-LEM. (ii) For every H 2 Pk there ex-ists some O 2 �0k+1 and C 2 �0k+1 suh that�0k-LEM `HA H , O , C.Corollary 2.9 (i) Uk-LEM HAa`HA �0k-LEM, (ii)Ek-LEM HAa`HA �0k-LEM.Theorem 2.10 The prenex normal form theorem isoptimal in the following sense: (i) there are A 2 Ukand B 2 �0k suh that (�0k _ �0k)-DNE `HA A , Band A , B `HA (�0k _ �0k)-DNE, (ii) there areA 2 Ek and B 2 �0k suh that �0k-DNE `HA A, Band A, B `HA �0k-DNE,
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Figure 2. The arithmetial hierarhyProof. We prove for k = 1. The other ases aresimilarly proved. Let T be Kleene's T-prediate. (i)Set A � 8y0:T (e0; x; y0) _ 8y1:T (e1; x; y1) and B �8y0:8y1:(T (e0; x; y0) _ T (e1; x; y1)). (B is not reallya �01-formula, but is obviously equivalent to a �01-formula.) (ii) Set A � ::9y:T (e; x; y) and B �9y:T (e; x; y). �3 Hierarhy of semi-lassial priniplesIn this setion, we will determine the provable hi-erarhy of the semi-lassial priniples in HA. Semi-lassial priniples are ompared w.r.t. the derivabilityin HA. This approah resembles the Reverse Math-ematis of mathematial logi [16℄, sine we omparelogial priniples w.r.t. provability in a formal systemHA. Strength of set onstrution priniples are on-sidered in the Reverse Mathematis for the aim ofthe foundation of mathematis. We onsider ompu-tational strength of logial priniples for the pratialaims explained in the introdution.Theorem 3.1 (Main Theorem) The following holdfor Figure 2. (i) For any �nite k > 1, the ar-rows (impliations) in the �gure are derivable in HA.(ii) �0k-LEM is derivable, if we assume the both of5



�0k-LEM and �0k-DNE. (iii) When a priniple A an-not be reahed from another priniple B by followingthe arrows, then A is not derivable from B in HA. Forexample, �01-LEM 6 `HA �01-LEM, and �01-DNE and�01-LEM are mutually independent.Most of the positive parts are done bystraightforward logial alulations. How-ever the ases of �0k-DNE `HA �0k-LEM,(�0k _ �0k)-DNE `HA �0k-LEM, and the equivaleneof �0k-LLPO, B�0k+1-DNE and (�0k _ �0k)-DNE arenon-trivial.We sketh a proof of (�0k_�0k)-DNE `HA �0k-LEMfor k = 1; 2. For k = 1, assume the equivalene8x:A , 9y:B, where A and B are atomi formu-las. Then, we an easily dedue a ontradition from:(8x:A_ 8y::B). Thus, ::(8x:A _ 8y::B) holds. By(�01_�01)-DNE, we see 8x:A_8y::B. By the assump-tion, we see 9y:B _ :9y:B.Note that we used the fat :B is of degree 0 toapply (�01 _ �01)-DNE. For the ase k = 2, B is ofthe form 8z:C. It is easy to see :8z:C is equivalent to9z::C under (�02_�02)-DNE, sine �01-LEM is derivedfrom (�02 _ �02)-DNE. Thus, we an apply the sameargument to the ase of k = 2. The ases of higherdegrees are similar.�0k-DNE `HA �0k-LEM are proved similarly. Thethree priniples related to LLPO are proved equiv-alent by the help of the distributivity rule (�0k _�0k)-DNE `HA 8x0:8x1:(O0_O1), 8x0:O0_8x1:O1for O1; O2 2 �0k�1 proved in Case 2 of the proof ofTheorem 2.7. The distributivity rule is a andidate ofLLPO for the higher degrees.The diÆult parts are underivability results. How-ever, some of the underivability results have straight-forward proofs. For example, unprovability of�0k-LLPO from �0k-DNE is done by Kleene realizabil-ity with �0k-funtions. For k = 1, �01-DNE is Markov'spriniple and is realized by the standard Kleene re-alizability with �01-funtions, i.e., reursive funtions.Thus, if �01-LLPO is provable from �01-DNE in HA,then it is also realizable. Take primitive reursive pred-iates Q0 and Q1 so that P � 9y:Q0(x; y) and R �9y:Q1(x; y) represent reursively non-separable disjointenumerably reursive prediates (Theorem II.2.5 [15℄).Then, we an easily built a reursive set separatingthese two disjoint sets from any realizer of the instaneof �01-LLPO. This is a ontradition. For k > 0,we an use the same argument by replaing reursivefuntions by �0k-funtions.Note that from the underivability proved rightabove, we an dedue the underivability of �0k-LEMfrom �0k-DNE. Otherwise, �0k-LLPO is derivablefrom �0k-DNE, sine �0k-LLPO is derivable from

�0k-LEM. Many underivability are derived from in thisway from other underivability results.In the next three subsetions, we willsketh three non-trivial unprovability results:�0n-LEM 6`HA�0n+1-LEM, �0n+1-LEM 6`HA�0n+1-DNE, and �0n+1-LLPO 6`HA �0n+1-LEM.The three underivability results are proved by varioustehniques of mathematial logi, suh as a ut-freetheorem and various realizability interpretations. Allof the underivability results of the Main theoremare derived from them and some derivability result.For instane, from �0n+1-LEM 6`HA �0n+1-DNEand �0n+1-LEM `HA �0n+1-LEM we get�0n+1-LEM 6`HA �0n+1-DNE.3.1 �0n-LEM 6`HA �0n+1-LEMThe underivability of �0n+1-LEM from �0n-LEM isproved by a proof theoreti analysis together with areursion theoreti argument. To prove the underiv-ability, we introdue an in�nitary extension infHA(n)of HA.In this subsetion, we assume that HA is formulatedso that it has only suessor symbol as its unique fun-tion symbol, but has prediate symbols for all primitivereursive relations. See 1.3.6 of [18℄ for suh a formula-tion of HA. This is for tehnial simpliity to formulateinfHA(n).De�nition 3.2 (infHA(n)) The formulas of infHA(n)are the losed formulas of HA. The system of infHA(n)is formulated as Gentzen's LJ. The initial sequents arethe sequents only with atomi formulas that are validin the standard model N. The logial inferene rulesof infHA(n) are the ones of LJ exept 8-right rule and9-left rule, whih are replaed with their in�nitary ver-sions (!-rules). A proof tree of infHA(n) is an in�ni-tary trees labelled with sequents with the following on-ditions: (i) eah node represents a orret inferenerule or an initial sequent, (ii) the harateristi fun-tion � of the proof tree is a ;(n)-omputable funtion,(iii) the labelled sequent for a node s is  (s), given bya ;(n)-omputable  .Note that ;(n) is the n-th jump [15℄. A ;(n)-omputablefuntion is a funtion reursive in ;(n). Thus, infHA(0)has reursively represented in�nitary proofs trees. Aproof of infHA(k) is represented by the pair (�;  )of ;(k)-omputable funtions � and  . By the stan-dard ut-elimination proedure for in�nitary proofs,any proof (�;  ) of infHA(n) an be transformed intoa ut-free form (�0;  0) again of infHA(n). The transla-tion is ;(n)-omputable, i.e. identifying ;(n)-funtions6



with their indies, there is a partial reursive funtionF suh that (�0;  0) = F (�;  ). These fats are well-known for the ase that the proof trees are reursivelypresented, that is, in the ase of infHA(0). It is veryeasy to hek the same argument remains valid for thegeneral ase, if one noties ;(n)-omputable funtions,i.e. �0n+1-funtions, satisfy axioms of abstrat reur-sion theories.Although infHA(n) has only intuitionisti inferenerules, it proves lassial logial theorems.Lemma 3.3 infHA(n) proves �0n-LEM.We sketh a proof for n = 1. Note that �0n-LEMmust be a losed formula in this lemma, sine infHA(n)does not have open formulas. Thus, the orret for-mulation of �01-LEM is 8x:(9y:P (x; y) _ :9y:P (x; y))instead of 9y:P (x; y) _ :9y:P (x; y). By means of the�rst jump ;(1), we an ompute if 9y:P (x; y) is or-ret or not for eah x. x is the numeral for the in-teger x. If 9y:P (x; y) is orret, we an ;(0)-omputey so that P (x; y) is provable in infHA(0). Thus, wean ;(0)-ompute an infHA(0)-proof of 9y:P (x; y). Ifit is inorret, we an infHA(0)-ompute an infHA(0)-proof of the sequent P (x; y) ) for any y. Thus,we an infHA(0)-ompute an infHA(0)-proof of the se-quent ) 8y:P (x; y). By these two fats, infHA(0)-proof of 9y:P (x; y) _ :9y:P (x; y) is ;(1)-omputablefrom x. Thus, 8x:(9y:P (x; y) _ :9y:P (x; y)) is prov-able in infHA(1). The higher ases are proved similarly.Assume that �0n-LEM `HA �0n+1-LEM. Sineall provable losed formulas of HA are again proved ininfHA(n), infHA(n) proves �0n+1-LEM by Lemma 3.3.Note that we an ;(n)-ompute an infHA(n)-proof of�0n+1-LEM from the formula of �0n+1-LEM. We willdedue a ontradition from this fat.Let X � N be any ;(n)-omputable set. By meansof some quanti�er-free formulas P;Q in the languageof infHA(n), it is written asX = fi �� N j= 9x: P (x; i)g = fi �� N j= 8x:Q(x; i)g: (1)X is said to have  2 N as a ;(n)-harateristi index,if the harateristi funtion of X is a ;(n)-omputablefuntion of the index .When we enode ;(n)-omputable sets by ;(n)-harateristi indexes, then the standard diagonaliza-tion argument shows that the lass X of all ;(n)-omputable sets is not ;(n)-e�etively enumerable.However, by assuming infHA(n) proves �0n+1-LEM,we an onstrut a ;(n)-e�etive enumeration of thelass X . The proof is by the following lemma, whihis proved by an analysis of ut-free forms of proofs of(A1 , A2) � C1 _ C2 in infHA(n).

Lemma 3.4 Suppose a formula (A1 , A2) � C1 _C2is infHA(n)-provable. Then an infHA(n)-proof of one ofthe following formulas is ;(n)-omputable: (a) (A1 ,A2) � C1, (b) (A1 , A2) � C2, () (A1 , A2) � A1,(d) (A1 , A2) � A2.Assume infHA(n) proves the following �0n+1-LEM:8z:((9x: P (x; z), 8x:Q(x; z))� 9x: P (x; z) _ :9x: P (x; z)):By the lemma introdued above, we an ;(n)-omputefrom i one of the following:(9x: P (x; i), 8x:Q(x; i)) � 9x: P (x; i);(9x: P (x; i), 8x:Q(x; i)) � :9x: P (x; i):Sine infHA(n) is sound to the standard model of PAand by the ondition (1) on P and Q stated above, oneof 9x: P (x; i) and :9x: P (x; i) is true. In the formerase, i 2 X holds, and in the latter ase, i 62 X holds.Thus, we an ;(n)-deide whether i 2 X or not. Bythis fat, we an easily onstrut a total ;(n)-funtion�(e; i) enumerating X suh that (i) fi j�(e; i) = 0g isa ;(n)-omputable set, (ii) for any ;(n)-omputable setX , there is e suh that X = fi j�(e; i) = 0g.The onstrution of � is as follows: Sine allproofs of �0n+1-LEM from �0n-LEM in HA are ;(0)-enumerable, we an ;(0)-enumerate infHA(n)-proofs ofall (universally losed) instanes of �0n+1-LEM from�0n-LEM. Sine the proofs of �0n-LEM of infHA(n)are ;(n)-enumerable, we an ;(n)-enumerate proofs ofall �0n+1-LEM. Thus, from a oding e of prediatesP and Q, we an ;(n)-ompute a infHA(n)-proof of theorresponding �0n+1-LEM. By the deision methodgiven above, we an ;(n)-deide if i 2 X . This ;(n)-algorithm gives some � enumerating ;(n)-omputablesets. Contradition.3.2 �0n+1-LEM 6`HA �0n+1-DNEThe proof of the unprovability �0n-LEM 6`HA�0n-DNE is based on the monotone modi�ed realiz-ability in [12℄. Sine we use a modi�ed realizability,we give the interpretation not for HA but for the ex-tensional �nite-type arithmeti E-HA!;(n) with ;(n)-orales, whih is an extensional variant E-HA! of intu-itionisti arithmeti in all �nite types [18, Set. 1.6.12℄.We will use Greek letters for variables, and lettersx1; : : : ; xk; y; z; : : : for variables of type 0.De�nition 3.5 (E-HA!;(n)) An extensional �nite-type arithmeti E-HA!;(n) with ;(n)-orales is de�ned7



by indution on n. E-HA!;(0) is E-HA!. E-HA!;(n+1)is the extension of E-HA!;(n) with new funtion on-stants f9yP (x1;:::;xk;y) for all quanti�er-free formulasP (x1; : : : ; xk; y) of E-HA!;(n), where x1; : : : ; xk; y areof type 0. The axiomP (x1; : : : ; xk; y) �P (x1; : : : ; xk; f9yP (x1;:::;xk;y)x1 : : : xk)is added for the new onstant.In the following we impliitly refer to the obvious em-bedding of HA into E-HA!;(0) (see e.g. [13℄, 1.6.9). Weonsider the following priniples:E2 9�(N!N)!N8�N!N :��(N!N)!N�N!N = 0, 8x: �x = 0�AC 8��9�� : A(�; �) � 9'�!�8��: A(�; '�)Sine E-HA!;(n) has onstants and axioms for n-thjump, we easily see the following lemma.Lemma 3.6 Let O(x1; : : : ; xk) be any �0n-formula inthe language of HA. Then there is a quanti�er-free for-mula R(x1; : : : ; xk) in the language of E-HA!;(n) suhthat E-HA!;(n) proves O(x1; : : : ; xk) , R(x1; : : : ; xk).The same result holds for �0n-formula C(x1; : : : ; xk) inthe language of HA .In E-HA!;(n), one easily de�nes the harateristi fun-tion of �0n-sentenes in the language of HA. Togetherwith the use of E2 this gives:Theorem 3.7 E-HA!;(n) + E2 proves every instaneof �0n+1-LEM in the language of HA.Note that E-HA!;(n) is sound in the full type strutureS, whih is the standard set theoretial model of higherorder funtions. On the other hand, E-HA! is soundin the substruture given by the Kleene's S1-S9 om-putable funtionals in [10℄, [18, pp.162{163℄. Further-more, the new onstants f9yP (x1;:::;xk;y) an be inter-preted by funtions reursive in the jump ;(n). Thus,the following lemma holds.Lemma 3.8 (Calulability) For any losed term tof E-HA!;(n) of the type kz }| {0! (� � � ! (0 ! 0)), t repre-sents a ;(n)-omputable funtion from Nk to N in thefull struture S.

3.2.1 Monotone modi�ed realizability inter-pretation.E-HA!;(n)+AC+E2 is sound w.r.t. the monotone mod-i�ed realizability interpretation of [12℄. The interpreta-tion is a ombination of Howard's notion of majorizabil-ity and Kreisel's modi�ed realizability interpretation.De�nition 3.9 (Majorizability) (W.A. Howard,f. [18℄) The majorizability relation \� maj� �" isde�ned by indution on � as follows:x maj0 x0 , x � x0;� maj�!� �0 , 8�; �0(� maj� �0 � �� maj� �0�0):If �i maj�i �i for eah i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, then we write(�1; : : : ; �n) maj (�1; : : : ; �n).Let ~� mr A be Kreisel's modi�ed realizability inter-pretation of A by the sequene of variables ~� (see [18℄for the de�nition). Then the monotone modi�ed realiz-ability interpretation of a E-HA!;(n)-formula A by thesequene of terms ~t is9~�h~t maj ~� ^ 8��~�~� mr A(~�)�i:Theorem 3.10 E-HA!;(n) + AC + E2 is sound withthe monotone modi�ed realizability interpretation inE-HA!;(n) +E2.Proof. For n = 0 the theorem is proved in [12℄. Forn > 0 one only has to observe that the new fun-tion onstants an easily be majorized with the helpof the funtional �max(f; x) = max(f(0); : : : ; f(x)) inE-HA!;(n). �This theorem means that if E-HA!;(n) + AC + E2proves a formula A(~�), then there exists a sequene ~tof losed E-HA!;(n)-terms suh that the monotone mod-i�ed realizability interpretation of A by ~t is provable inE-HA!;(n) +E2.Theorem 3.11 There is a quanti�er-free HA-formulaP (z; x1; x2; : : : ; xn+1) for whih �0n+1-DNE:: 9x18x2 : : : Qxn+1: P (z; x1; x2; : : : ; xn+1)� 9x18x2 : : : Qxn+1: P (z; x1; x2; : : : ; xn+1):is not provable in E-HA!;(n) +AC +E2.Proof. Let us prove for the ase n = 1. The general aseis similarly proved. Take any HA-formula P so that theprediate 9x18x2P (i; x1; x2) is not ;(1)-reursive.Assume that the �0n+1-DNE of the theorem is prov-able for this P . We will dedue a ontradition. ByLemma 3.6, E-HA!;(1) +AC +E2 proves8x2:P (z; x1; x2), U(z; x1)8



for some quanti�er-free U(z; x) 2 E-HA!;(1). Thus, bythe assumption, E-HA!;(1) +AC +E2 proves:: 9x: U(z; x) � 9x: U(z; x):By Theorem 3.10, the monotone modi�ed realizabilityinterpretation of this formula is provable in E-HA!;(1)+E2 for a losed E-HA!;(1)-term t. Thus, the followingis also provable in the system:9�1�t maj1 �1 ^ 8z: �:: 9x: U(z; x) � U(z; �1z)��:Thus, so does8z:9x � tz:�:: 9x: U(z; x) � U(z; x)�:Thus, E-HA!;(1) +E2 proves8z�9x: U(z; x), (9x � tz)U(z; x)�:In the full type struture S, the left-hand side9x: U(z; x) is not ;(1)-reursive. However, the right-hand side (9x � tz)U(z; x) is ;(1)-reursive by Lemma3.8. Contradition! �By theorems 3.7 and 3.11, the following holds:Corollary 3.12 (i) �0n+1-LEM6 `HA �0n+1-DNE and(ii) �0n+1-LEM6 `HA �0n+1-LEM.Remark 3.13 As the proof of the previous orollaryshows, the underivability of �0n-DNE from �0n-LEMover HA even holds over E-HA!;(n) plus any furtherpriniples A whih have a omputable monotone mr-interpretation, as e.g. AC, (E2) or even full ompre-hension for exist-free formulas in all types (see [12℄).3.3 �0n+1-LLPO 6`HA �0n+1-LEMTheorem 3.14 �0n+1-LLPO 6`HA �0n+1-LEM.Proof. We verify only the ase of n = 0. The proofremains valid for the general ase by replaing the re-ursive funtions by the �0n-funtions. We show thatthe Lifshitz' realizability interpretation [14℄ satis�es�01-LLPO but not �01-LEM. Here, \a number xLifshitz-realizes a formula A" (x lr A in symbol) isde�ned in the same way as the reursive realizabilityinterpretation exept that A is an existential quanti�-ation or a disjuntion. For example, x lr 9y:A(y) isde�ned byVx 6= ; ^ 8g 2 Vx: hj2(g) lr A�j1(g)�i:

where Vx is the set �n � j2(x) j j1(x) � n "	. See [19℄for details.In order to show that the Lifshitz realizability in-terpretation satis�es �01-LLPO, it is suÆient to showthat the HA-provably equivalent B�02-DNE is realiz-able. In [20, pp.810-811℄, van Oosten de�ned B�02-negative formulas and proved that they are the \self-realizing" formulas for the Lifshitz' realizability inter-pretation. Beause B�02-DNE is a B�02-negative for-mula, the Lifshitz realizability interpretation satis�esB�02-DNE.On the other hand, the Lifshitz' realizability inter-pretation [14℄ does not satisfy �01-LEM. As pointedout in [14℄, a Lifshitz-realization of the unique ex-istene 9!x:A implies the existene of a reursivefuntion omputing x. Thus, Lifshitz-realization of8y::T (x; x; y) _ :8y::T (x; x; y) implies a solution ofthe halting problem. Contradition. �There are two other proofs for the same unprov-ability result. One is by the standard Kleene realiz-ability but with realizers reursive in the model W ofthe formal system WKL0 for the weak K�onig lemmaonstruted in [16℄. This one and the proof presentedabove are the essentially same and their learning theo-reti meaning are haraterized by \Popperian game"introdued in [7℄. A Popperian game is a ompetitionof �nite \refutable" theories, i.e., �01-propositions, andembodies the omputational aspets of the low basistheorem in reursion theory. Many theorems in theformal theoryWKL0 of [16℄, e.g., the ompleteness the-orem of the lassial prediate logi, an be proved inHA! +WKL, and their omputational ontents anbe extrated as Popperian games. These fats stronglysuggest a strit relationship between mathematis us-ing only semi-lassial priniples and Reverse Mathe-matis in [16℄ (f. [17℄).Another sharply di�erent and proof theoretiallymore sensible proof is by the monotone funtional in-terpretation introdued in [11℄. A detailed proof forn = 1 of atually muh stronger results will be foundin Corollary 8.11 and the subsequent disussion of [13℄.These things will be disussed with detailed proofsin our forthoming paper(s) on alibrations of mathe-matial theorems by means of semi-lassial priniples.4 ConlusionWe proved the existene of a hierarhy, from the in-tuitionisti viewpoint, between relevant semi-lassialpriniples. In partiular, we proved that Limited Prin-iple of Omnisiene, and Markov's priniple (eventaken together), are but a proper part of ExludedMiddle for degree 1 formulas, or for simply universal9



formulas. This means that a proof using only degree1 Limited Priniple Omnisiene, or Markov's Prini-ple, or both, works on stritly weaker assumptions thana proof using Exluded Middle, say, for degree 1 for-mulas. This provides a theoretial bakground for adi�erene we already knew. In fat, if we use the twoformer priniples, we are able to gather onrete infor-mation from a proof, like extration of e�etive bounds,or a simpler interpretation in term of learning. This issomething whih still remains true for �01-LEM alone,provided we drop Markov's priniple ([12℄, [13℄), butwhih de�nitely fails for �01-LEM.We also proved that Post's Theorem in ReursionTheory is, from an intuitionisti viewpoint, a properfragment of Markov Priniple. We end with a on-jeture, due to one of authors: there are results inIntuitionisti Analysis plus Markov's Priniple whihare, from an intuitionisti viewpoint, stritly betweenPost's Theorem and Markov's priniple. Maybe, thereis an entire hierarhy inside onstrutivism waiting tobe disovered, and, above all, understood.Referenes[1℄ S. Baratella and S. Berardi: Construtiviza-tion via Approximations and Examples, inTheories of Types and Proofs, MSJ Memoirs2, 177{205, 1998.[2℄ S. Berardi, Classial Logi as Limit Comple-tion, Mathematial Strutures in ComputerSiene, to appear.[3℄ S. Berardi, A generalization of onservativ-ity theorem for lassial versus intuitionis-ti arithmeti, Mathematial Logi Quarterly,50(1), 41{46, 2004.[4℄ E. Bishop, Foundations of Construtive Anal-ysis, MGraw-Hill, New York, 1967.[5℄ S. Hayashi and M. Nakata: Towards LimitComputable Mathematis, in Types for Proofsand Programs, Springer LNCS 2277, 125{144,2001.[6℄ S. Hayashi, R. Sumitomo and K. Shii: TowardsAnimation of Proofs - Testing Proofs by Exam-ples, TCS, 272, 177{195, 2002.[7℄ S. Hayashi: Mathematis based on Learn-ing, in Algorithmi Learning Theory, SpringerLNAI 2533, 7{21, 2002. (to appear in TCS.)
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